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DISCLAIMER

These pages contain guidance for owners of 
Earth Advantage® certified homes. None of 
the parties involved in the funding or creation 
of this document, including Earth Advantage, 
its staff or contractors assume any liability or 
responsibility for accuracy, completeness, use 
of, or reliance on, any information contained 
in the manual, or for any injuries, losses or 
damages arising out of such use or reliance.

As with any home, exercise caution when 
conducting any preventative or maintenance 
work. Where necessary, hire a professional.

The builder, remodeler, or primary project 
manager is solely responsible for choosing the 
Earth Advantage features that are appropriate 
for the home, and for their proper installation. 
Earth Advantage and its representatives are 
responsible only for verifying the completion 
of Earth Advantage requirements as set forth 
in the Earth Advantage rating systems. Such 
verification in no way constitutes a warranty 
as to the appropriateness of the elected Earth 
Advantage measures or quality of implementation.
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A Letter from Earth Advantage 

Dear Homeowner,

Congratulations on your purchase of an Earth Advantage-certified home!

Homes certified as Earth Advantage meet strict green 
building energy standards. They have been verified through 
third-party inspections and performance testing.

An Earth Advantage-certified house incorporates design 
elements, systems, and materials that produce superior indoor 
air quality, use natural resources responsibly, protect land, lower 
water usage, and create a more durable home. Combining these 
benefits with rigorous energy efficiency standards ensures that 
this home exhibits superior performance and environmental 
responsibility compared to a conventional code-built home.

Please take the opportunity to review this manual to learn 
more about the features and benefits of your home. For 
further information on sustainable construction and energy 
efficiency, visit our website: earthadvantage.org

Sincerely,

David Heslam, Executive Director 
Earth Advantage
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The Benefits of Certification:  
Independent Verification of Performance

Third-party certification offers many benefits to a homeowner. Most 
important is that a third party, such as Earth Advantage, has assisted the 
builder or remodeler and verified that systems and materials are properly 
installed. Third-party inspections, performance testing, and energy 
modeling confirms that this home is performing to its highest potential. 

CREDIBILITY

“Green” has become a marketing buzzword, which some 
companies use to make exaggerated advertising claims. 
Having a home certified through an independent party 
such as Earth Advantage means the home has a seal of 
approval that offers you added value and peace of mind.

INFORMATION

Green building affects virtually every component and 
system of a home. Builders and remodelers often need 
the help of a specialist to identify options and select 
the appropriate improvements. Third-party verifiers 
can serve as consultants by advising on new products 
and techniques. Because certifiers work with a large 
number of houses, homeowners can be assured that 
these processes have been proven in practice. 

QUALITY ASSURANCE

A large number of tradespeople and subcontractors work 
on each home, including carpenters, plumbers, electricians, 
insulators, and HVAC technicians. These workers require 
a clear understanding of procedures and expectations. A 
certifier such as Earth Advantage assists with training 
workers and evaluating their work to ensure that it meets 
the strict specifications required for home certification. 

New homes receive at least two inspections. The first is 
to assess insulation, mechanical equipment, and window 
heat loss, as well as to check moisture levels and verify 
building techniques. The second inspection ensures that 
equipment meets minimum efficiency ratings, confirms 

the operation of ventilation systems, identifies finish 
materials, and tests the overall air tightness of the home. 
Certified remodeled homes receive one comprehensive 
inspection by Earth Advantage at the end of construction. 
The certification assures a homebuyer that these systems 
and materials that were installed by various parties 
conform to the rigor of Earth Advantage certification.

PERFORMANCE TESTING

Even the best equipment must be installed properly to 
achieve its full efficiency and effectiveness. Certification 
provides the homeowner with the assurance that all 
systems and materials work together correctly. Forced 
air heating system ducts are tested for air leaks; heat 
pumps are thoroughly examined for proper airflow, 
refrigerant charge, and controls. Ventilation systems 
are tested for airflow and proper control. Verifiers check 
water flow of faucets and showerheads to ensure that 
these items do not fall short of efficiency standards. 
In wood-framed new homes, the moisture content of 
lumber is checked to determine whether it is a low risk 
environment for the growth of mold or decay organisms.

VALUE

Recent market studies have shown that in many areas, 
certified homes sell for up to 9 percent more than 
conventional homes. Even in a slow economy, the market 
share of certified homes versus conventional homes 
has continued to rise, especially in metropolitan areas. 
Certified homes in greater Portland sold for an average of 
5 percent more than conventional homes in 2009-2010.
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The Five Pillars of Earth Advantage Certification

  Energy
By using high-performance equipment, increased insulation, and proper framing 
techniques this home’s monthly energy bills can be significantly lower than those of a 
traditionally built home, saving you money from the day you move in. The home’s reduced 
energy needs will generate fewer carbon emissions and require less fossil fuel. Comfort 
is also improved by comprehensive air sealing of the home, which reduces drafts.

  Health
Indoor air quality is paramount to overall health. This home contains fewer products 
that outgas harmful chemicals. Earth Advantage certified new homes also incorporate 
a fresh air ventilation system that reduces airborne contaminants, diminishing 
the chances of allergies, asthma, and other more serious health risks.

  Land 
Practices used during the construction of this home diminish land degradation and 
deforestation, promote healthy landscapes, reduce waste, and prevent potential 
erosion associated with lot development during the construction process.

  Materials
Home construction and upkeep depend heavily on natural resources. Renewable materials 
are preferred. The use of locally manufactured products is encouraged because they are 
environmentally responsible. Construction methods must ensure that materials are properly 
installed to achieve their optimum service life. Durability is a key green building goal. This helps 
the environment by reducing the amount of future materials needed to maintain the home.

  Water
By using water-wise technologies that help lower utility bills, this home reduces the total amount 
of water needed to maintain a comfortable lifestyle. The process of purifying and supplying 
potable water consumes a substantial amount of energy; so reducing water use reduces 
the overall energy use associated with the home. Water shortages are a primary concern in 
the 21st century, and Earth Advantage certification addresses water conservation needs.
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What is Green Building?

Building	Green,	Building	Value
Building green is a simpler way of referring to 
the construction of a high-performance, more 
durable structure that is healthier for the 
occupants. A certified green building is one that 
is well engineered for energy efficiency, designed 
to last longer and to avoid many maintenance 
issues, and that uses more sustainable materials 
that reduce indoor air toxins. A sustainably built 
high performance structure also uses other 
resources wisely, including water and land. 

A certified green home also offers a number 
of less tangible benefits. Most important, a 
certified structure can provide a homeowner 
or developer with peace of mind. You can have 
confidence that an independent party, such as an 
Earth Advantage expert, has verified that your 
home is performing to its potential and offers a 
healthier environment for you and your family.

There is additional economic value inherent to a 
certified structure. Energy efficient homes and 
buildings can significantly reduce energy and 

water utility payments. Homes built with more 
durable materials and components reduce costs 
associated with general maintenance and upkeep. 
Other economic benefits may include health 
care-related savings from a living environment 
that protects against mold and moisture growth, 
with low or no VOC finishes, and materials that 
do not off-gas harmful fumes. Certified homes 
and commercial structures also maintain their 
increased value in re-sale -- recent studies in 
the Northwest have shown that both new and 
existing certified homes sell at a premium of 5 to 
9 percent compared to conventional code homes.

Also of note is the environmental value 
contributed by a certified green building: fewer 
materials are used in construction and materials 
are diverted from the landfill by recycling 
construction waste, more land is preserved, 
water use is reduced through low-flow fixtures, 
and carbon emissions associated with the 
structure are cut due to efficient energy use.

What’s the EPS®?

The EPS is a home energy rating system similar to the miles-per-gallon (MPG) rating used in the auto 
industry. It is a metric that tells you how energy efficient your home is and what your home’s related 
carbon emissions are. It allows homebuyers to directly compare energy consumption between homes 
while offering homeowners a natural market incentive to upgrade their homes’ energy efficiency. The 
EPS audit for homes is based on the home’s plans and on testing conducted by a qualified auditor 
that includes visual inspections, sophisticated performance testing, and energy modeling.
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Protecting the Value of Your Home 

KEEPING YOUR DOCUMENTS SAFE

Your home is an investment, and a green home is an investment in energy efficiency, a 
healthier indoor environment, and increased durability that can last the lifetime of the 
house. Maintaining your home so that it continues to offer value and savings will make 
it more attractive for potential buyers when the time comes to sell your home. 

The Earth Advantage sticker found on the door of your electrical service panel (breaker 
box) has been placed there as a public “seal of approval” that lets contractors, tradespeople 
and real estate professionals know that your home has been certified to be energy 
efficient and green. We highly recommend that you keep this sticker in place. 

You have also received a printed certificate with your home’s address, proving that it has been 
certified. You may want to consider keeping these certificates with other valuable documents 
in a safe location such as a safe deposit box. This affidavit is valuable in the event that you need 
documentation of your home’s status when working with lenders, insurance companies and other 
financial service providers who may offer preferred rates to you based on your home’s certification.

PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE

Preventive maintenance of your home’s systems will keep your home functioning at an 
optimum level of energy efficiency. The manufacturers’ manuals will provide specifics 
on the best way to conduct maintenance on your equipment and appliances. However, 
in general you should make sure that you periodically review the checklist below.
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Maintenance Checklist

Every	
Few	
YearsINDOOR POLLUTANTS W Sp Su F

 > Check or replace batteries in smoke detectors and carbon monoxide detectors. X

 > Clean or replace indoor wipe-off mats. X X X X

 > Vacuum all carpets at least weekly, clean annually. X X X X

 > Check and clean fireplace and chimney. X

Every	
Few	
YearsEXTERIOR STRUCTURE W Sp Su F

 > Clean debris from gutters and downspouts and check 
gutters for leaks. Repair as necessary. X X

 > Adjust splash blocks to direct rainwater away from the house. X

 > Remove excess snow from roof to prevent ice dams. X

 > Inspect basement or crawl space for seepage or leakage. X X

 > Inspect attic roof and exterior overhangs/soffits for water stains. 
Locate/repair source of intrusion if water stains are present.

X

 > Check/repair roofing and flashing for signs of wear or damage. X

 > Check/Repair all cracked or missing exterior caulking around 
window sills, door frames, and in siding gaps. X

 > Check/repair exterior painted surfaces for cracking or peeling. X

 > Check/repair missing mortar in exterior masonry. X

 > Check/repair air leakage inside: replace weatherstripping. X

 > Check/repair any damaged shingles. X

 > Check/clean any debris from vents (bath fan, dryer 
vent, etc.) to insure dampers close tightly. X X X X

Every	
Few	
YearsINTERIOR DURABILITY AND FINISHES W Sp Su F

 > Check/repair caulking/grout in and around showers/baths. X

 > If paint is required anywhere, use zero- or low-VOC paints. X

Every	
Few	
YearsLIGHTING AND APPLIANCES W Sp Su F

 > If replacing lights use only ENERGY STAR labeled lighting. X

 > Check to see if automated lighting controls are working. X X

 > Use smart power strips to reduce “phantom” loads from appliances. X X X X

 > Clean lint screen after each load and the dryer vent weekly. X X X X

 > If replacing appliances use only ENERGY STAR labeled ones. X

 > Clean refrigerator coils and/or air intake where accessible. X X
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Maintenance Checklist Continued...

Every	
Few	
YearsHEATING, COOLING, AND VENTILATION SYSTEMS W Sp Su F

 > Clean in and around radiators. X

 > Check that ventilation timer is programmed and functioning. X X X X

 > Check that roof/soffit vents are open and debris free if vented. X

 > Check/clean mechanical ventilation system, replace filters if necessary. X

 > Check that exhaust fans are unobstructed and working. X X X X

 > Check and clean air intakes and exhausts for debris. X

Every	
Few	
YearsPLUMBING W Sp Su F

 > Fix leaks in pipes, appliances immediately. X X X X

 > Disconnect hoses from outdoor faucets. X

 > Prevent pipe freezes: turn off and drain outdoor faucets. X

 > Check that water heater temperature is no higher than 120°F. X

 > Flush hot water heater mineral build-up by draining and refilling. X

 > Replace sacrificial anode in water heater. X

Every	
Few	
YearsGARAGE W Sp Su F

 > Check weatherstripping between garage and home, if it exists, keep door closed. X X

 > Remove unneeded chemicals stored in garage. X X

Every	
Few	
YearsYARD W Sp Su F

 > Check landscaping sprinklers or drip systems to ensure proper flow. X

 > Make sure sprinklers/hoses do not spray onto the 
house or form puddles near the foundation. X

 > Replace and repair landscaping, mulch and permeability features. X

 > Store firewood off the ground, away from home. X

 > Maintain proper grades for drainage, sloping away from home. X

 > Winterize irrigation system: turn off water, and drain system. X

 > Avoid using damaging chemical de-icing products. X

 > Keep all plants at least 24 inches away from home. X

 > Avoid toxic pest control chemicals and chemical fertilizers. X X
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Getting Started in your Earth Advantage Certified Home

The Fresh Air System in Your Earth Advantage Home

In most homes, the exterior “shell” can be quite leaky, allowing indoor air to escape while outdoor 
air seeps in. Well-ventilated indoor air has been shown to be healthier for a home’s occupants, but 
uncontrolled leakage is extremely inefficient because it wastes heating and cooling energy. Uncontrolled 
leakage seldom occurs at the time or place where it will be most effective at maintaining good indoor 
air quality. Uncontrolled leakage also wastes money and makes for a drafty, uncomfortable house. 

Your Earth Advantage home is designed with an energy-efficient exterior shell that 
minimizes uncontrolled airflow in or out of the home. To provide controlled ventilation and 
promote healthier indoor air, new Earth Advantage homes have a mechanical ventilation 
system. Your fresh air system is set to replace all of the air in your home several times 
each day, which is the national residential standard for fresh air ventilation.  

Your home has one or more of the following mechanical ventilation systems:

 > A fresh air duct is attached to the return side of the central HVAC system with a 
mechanical damper on a specialized controller. This introduces and distributes 
fresh air from a known source throughout the home intermittently.

 > A Heat or Energy Recovery Ventilation (HRV or ERV) unit is installed.  This can be a ducted 
system or a “spot” unit that looks similar to an exhaust fan. HRV’s and ERV’s have fresh air 
intake ducts and exhaust ducts so that the unit can pre-condition the incoming fresh air with 
the stale exhaust air. Ducted HRV’s also circulate the fresh air throughout the home.

 > Automatic timers are installed on exhaust vent fans. With this technique, the 
very slight negative pressure caused by the automatic intermittent operation of a 
ventilation exhaust fan draws fresh air into the home throughout the day.

These systems run at varying durations and frequencies depending on many 
factors, including house size, number of bedrooms, performance-tested airflow 
rates, and the mechanical ventilation system that is installed. 

Obviously, every home and family is different. You may decide that less ventilation is needed to keep 
the air fresh and the indoor humidity low. If that is the case, you may reduce the ventilation time to 
fit your circumstances. A good way to track ventilation effectiveness is to purchase an inexpensive 
humidity gauge called a hygrometer. This will help you adjust the ventilation rate to maintain the 
humidity between 30 and 50 percent, generally considered to be the best range for comfort and health.

Proper ventilation is very important. While you may safely reduce the ventilation flow if 
your household occupancy is small, it should never be turned off entirely. Properly adjusted, 
your system will provide the optimum balance of comfort, health and savings.
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Moisture Intrusion & Water Damage

The following information was prepared by Earth Advantage and the Oregon Construction 
Contractors Board (CCB) to help contractors comply with the requirement that 
this information be included in the new homeowners manual.  The inclusion of this 
information is mandatory in some jurisdictions, such as the State of Oregon.

Moisture	intrusion	and	water	damage	are	the	
most	common	causes	of	building	failure	and	costly	repairs.

What is moisture intrusion and water damage? “Moisture intrusion” means water – whether liquid, 
frozen, condensed or vaporized – that penetrates into your home. “Water damage” means damage 
or harm caused by moisture intrusion that reduces the value or usefulness of your home.

How does moisture intrusion and water damage occur?  
Some causes of moisture intrusion and water damage are:

REFRIGERATOR

 > Missing or loose roofing materials or flashing

 > Window sills or door frames without adequate caulking or weather-stripping

 > Lack of caulking in siding, mortar in masonry, or grout in exterior ceramic tile installations

 > Degraded paint on exterior siding or surfaces

 > Overflowing or clogged gutters

 > Gutter drains or downspouts that are not a sufficient distance from the structure

 > Improper drainage slope next to foundation

 > Plant materials too close to the structure or foundation

 > Sprinklers that overspray onto the structure or foundation

 > Non-working interior ventilation systems

How can you tell if your home has water damage? Signs of water damage may include dampness, 
staining, mildew (blackened surfaces with a musty smell), or softness in wood (a possible sign of dry rot).

What to do if you see signs of water damage: If water damage is discovered, you should investigate 
its source. Take steps to repair or replace any building parts or materials that allowed the moisture 
intrusion. You may need to take additional steps, depending on the extent of the water damage.

If you have specific questions about maintaining your new home, ask your builder or 
contractor. If you need professional assistance in conducting a maintenance inspection, 
you may wish to contact your contractor or a licensed home inspection business.
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Getting the Most out of your  
High-Efficiency, Low-Energy Products

Major	appliances	in	your	Earth	Advantage	certified	home	may	meet	or	
exceed	ENERGY	STAR®	standards.	In	order	to	save	as	much	energy	
as	possible	with	your	appliances,	consider	the	following	tips.	If	in	doubt	
consult	the	recommendations	in	the	appliance	owner’s	manual.

CLOTHES WASHER

 > Only use hot water when necessary, there are effective new 
detergents specifically for use with cold water.

 > Run fewer larger loads rather than many small loads.

 > Use the appropriate cycle for each load.

CLOTHES DRYER

 > Ensure the lint trap is clear before drying each load.

 > Run fewer large loads rather than many small loads.

 > Use the appropriate cycle for each load.

 > Consider hanging your clothes up to dry, or using a drying rack.

REFRIGERATOR

 > Operate the fridge at 37°F to 39°F. Operating at a lower temperature 
is unnecessary and can waste energy and cost you more.

 > Operate the freezer at 1°F to 3°F. Operating at a lower temperature is 
unnecessary and can waste energy and cost you more.

 > When adjusting fridge or freezer temperatures, allow 24 hours between adjustments.

 > Ensure there is adequate airflow where required for the fridge.  Keep the air intake 
and/or coils clean and debris-free to allow it to cool most efficiently.

DISHWASHER

 > Ensure the cleanout area is empty before each load.

 > Only run the dishwasher when the racks are full.

 > Always select the appropriate cycle for each load.

 > “Speed” cycle with “No Heat” dry is recommended for everyday use.

 > For best washing, fill dishwasher in an organized manner that maximizes exposure to water jets.
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Energy for Your Green Home

In	the	U.S.,	homes	account	for	22%	of	all	energy	consumed	and	21%	of	all	
carbon	dioxide	emissions.	While	the	average	Earth	Advantage	home	is	built	
to	be	at	least	15%	more	efficient	than	a	standard	code	home,	you	can	choose	
to	support	sustainable	energy	alternatives	for	the	energy	that	you	do	use.

1. PURCHASE RENEWABLE POWER

Utilities offer a number of programs enabling customers to offset 100% of their energy use 
through renewable energy including solar, wind and low-impact hydropower. Check with your 
local energy provider for a list of options, and support regional renewable energy efforts.

2. BUY RENEWABLE ENERGY CERTIFICATES

Renewable Energy Certificates (RECs) enable consumers to match up to 100% of their electricity 
with clean, renewable energy, no matter where they are located. These certificates are purchased 
separately from your energy bill, but show that you are responsible for consumption of that 
portion of clean energy. The sale of RECs generates additional funds that improve renewable 
energy project economics, making them more competitive with other fossil fuel sources, like 
coal and natural gas.  For more information, visit the US DOE Energy Efficiency and Renewable 
Energy Green Power Network at:   apps3.eere.energy.gov/greenpower/markets/

3. GENERATE ON-SITE CLEAN ENERGY

By investing in renewable energy systems for your own home, you can begin to significantly reduce 
your energy costs. Many utilities will pay for excess home-generated electricity that is fed back into 
the grid. The most common systems include photovoltaic panels for solar electricity and solar thermal 
panels, which heat water for your home. Many cities are conducting neighborhood cooperative buying 
programs that can bring down the cost of solar panels and speed the return on investment.
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Clean Energy Programs in the Pacific Northwest

PROGRAM NAME UTILITY WEBSITE

Blue Sky Pacific Power pacificpower.net

Green Power Oregon Portland General Electric (PGE) greenpoweroregon.com

Smart Energy NW Natural smartenergyNW.com


